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Diffusion tractography and functional connectivity MRI provide a better unders-
tanding of the structural and functional human brain connectivity. This paper
will underline the major recent methodological developments and their excep-
tional respective contributions to physiological and pathophysiological studies
in vivo. We will also emphasize the benefits provided by computational models
of complex networks, such as graph theory. Imaging structural and functional
brain connectivity has revealed the complex brain organization into large-scale
networks. Such an organization not only permits the complex information segre-
gation and integration during high cognitive processes, but also determines the
clinical consequences of alterations encountered in development, ageing, or
neurological/psychiatric diseases. Recently, it has also been demonstrated that
human brain networks shared topological properties with the so-called “small-
world” mathematical model, allowing a maximal efficiency with a minimal
energy and wiring cost. This small-world topology of structural and functio-
nal human brain networks offers a common framework to merge structural and
functional imaging as well as dynamical data from electrophysiology that allow
a comprehensive definition of the brain organization and plasticity during brain
disease and rehabilitation.
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Thirty years ago, Hoult et al. reported for the first time that phosphorus meta-
bolites could be observed in vivo using 31P magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS), opening promising opportunities of understanding muscle energetics
in vivo under strictly non-invasive conditions. From that time, MRS technology
has rapidly evolved with the development of RF-surface coils in 1980, the avai-
lability of high field wide-bore superconducting magnets and methodological
developments making MRS a tool of choice for investigating muscle energetics
non-invasively in animals and humans. So far, a large number of studies have
been devoted to the investigation of muscle energetics in diseased and trained
muscle. Similarly, MRI has been used in order to assess muscle structure while
advanced techniques have provided functional information.
In this presentation, we intend to provide key information to the non-specialist
in order to understand what 1P MRS and 1H MRI can tell us today about muscle
energetics and function.
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